Complications of decompressive craniectomy for traumatic brain injury
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Decompressive craniectomy is widely used to treat intracranial hypertension following traumatic brain injury (TBI). Two randomized trials are currently underway to further evaluate the effectiveness of decompressive craniectomy for TBI. Complications of this procedure have major ramifications on the risk-benefit balance in decision-making during evaluation of potential surgical candidates. To further evaluate the complications of decompressive craniectomy, a review of the literature was performed following a detailed search of PubMed between 1980 and 2009. The author restricted her study to literature pertaining to decompressive craniectomy for patients with TBI. An understanding of the pathophysiological events that accompany removal of a large piece of skull bone provides a foundation for understanding many of the complications associated with decompressive craniectomy. The author determined that decompressive craniectomy is not a simple, straightforward operation without adverse effects. Rather, numerous complications may arise, and they do so in a sequential fashion at specific time points following surgical decompression. Expansion of contusions, new subdural and epidural hematomas contralateral to the decompressed hemisphere, and external cerebral herniation typify the early perioperative complications of decompressive craniectomy for TBI. Within the 1st week following decompression, CSF circulation derangements manifest commonly as subdural hygromas. Paradoxical herniation following lumbar puncture in the setting of a large skull defect is a rare, potentially fatal complication that can be prevented and treated if recognized early. During the later phases of recovery, patients may develop a new cognitive, neurological, or psychological deficit termed syndrome of the trephined. In the longer term, a persistent vegetative state is the most devastating of outcomes of decompressive craniectomy. The risk of complications following decompressive craniectomy is weighed against the life-threatening circumstances under which this surgery is performed. Ongoing trials will define whether this balance supports surgical decompression as a first-line treatment for TBI. (DOI: 10.3171/2009.4.FOCUS0965)
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Abbreviations used in this paper: CBF = cerebral blood flow; EDH = epidural hematoma; GCS = Glasgow Coma Scale; ICP = intracranial pressure; RAP = pressure-volume compensatory reserve; SDH = subdural hematoma; TBI = traumatic brain injury.

Two randomized, multicenter prospective trials, RESCUEicp and DECRA, are currently in progress to determine whether decompressive craniectomy improves outcome in the management of TBI. Complication rates of this procedure have major ramifications on the risk-benefit balance in decision-making during evaluation of potential surgical candidates. To further evaluate the complications of decompressive craniectomy, a review of the literature was performed following a detailed search of PubMed between 1980 and 2009. The author restricted her study to literature pertaining to decompressive craniectomy for patients with TBI. An understanding of the pathophysiological events that accompany removal of a large piece of skull bone provides a foundation for understanding many of the complications associated with decompressive craniectomy. The author determined that decompressive craniectomy is not a simple, straightforward operation without adverse effects. Rather, numerous complications may arise, and they do so in a sequential fashion at specific time points following surgical decompression. Expansion of contusions, new subdural and epidural hematomas contralateral to the decompressed hemisphere, and external cerebral herniation typify the early perioperative complications of decompressive craniectomy for TBI. Within the 1st week following decompression, CSF circulation derangements manifest commonly as subdural hygromas. Paradoxical herniation following lumbar puncture in the setting of a large skull defect is a rare, potentially fatal complication that can be prevented and treated if recognized early. During the later phases of recovery, patients may develop a new cognitive, neurological, or psychological deficit termed syndrome of the trephined. In the longer term, a persistent vegetative state is the most devastating of outcomes of decompressive craniectomy. The risk of complications following decompressive craniectomy is weighed against the life-threatening circumstances under which this surgery is performed. Ongoing trials will define whether this balance supports surgical decompression as a first-line treatment for TBI. (DOI: 10.3171/2009.4.FOCUS0965)
As a rescue therapy, decompressive craniectomy has been shown to reliably abort progressive increases in ICP.\textsuperscript{59,89} Decompressive craniectomy also brings about changes in CBF and CSF dynamics.\textsuperscript{7,20,24,96,97} Cine MR imaging studies have demonstrated impaired CSF flow across the craniovertebral junction at the skull base, which improves following cranioplasty repair of the skull defect.\textsuperscript{20} Decompressive craniectomy also induces a hyperemic response as evidenced by \textsuperscript{99m}Tc SPECT, \textsuperscript{31}P MR imaging, and \textsuperscript{133}Xe CT studies demonstrating augmentation of CBF as well as cerebral metabolism.\textsuperscript{96,101} Physiological monitoring using CBF, transcranial Doppler, and brain tissue oxygen probes has demonstrated increased CBF and brain tissue oxygen following decompressive craniectomy.\textsuperscript{7,31} Cerebrovascular reactivity is also impaired for the first 24 hours, trending toward a return to intact autoregulation within the first 72 hours following decompressive craniectomy. Measurements of PRx, the correlation coefficient of ICP versus arterial blood pressure over repetitive time intervals, have shown increases indicative of loss of cerebrovascular reactivity after decompression.\textsuperscript{89,94} Loss of autoregulation in the early period following decompressive craniectomy may derive from a state of maximal vasodilation and hyperemia following relief of prolonged severe compression.\textsuperscript{4,71} These alterations in compliance, CBF and autoregulation, and CSF circulation are the basis for many of the complications that arise following decompressive craniectomy.

### Overview and Risks for Complications

Complications following decompressive craniectomy occur at predictable time points following the surgery. They can often be anticipated and in many cases preventible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors &amp; Year</th>
<th>No. of Patients</th>
<th>Subdural Hygroma</th>
<th>Contusion/Hematoma Progression</th>
<th>Intracranial Infection</th>
<th>New Contralat Extraxial Hematoma</th>
<th>Hydrocephalus</th>
<th>Bone Flap Resorption</th>
<th>Reoperation (excluding cranioplasty)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aarabi et al., 2006</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25 (50%)</td>
<td>8 (16%)</td>
<td>wound infection (1 [2%])</td>
<td>5 (10%)</td>
<td>6 (12%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 (12%) developed parenchymal lucency possibly related to ischemia; bone flap infection after cranioplasty (in 3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chibbaro and Tacconi, 2007</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 (6%)</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flint et al., 2008</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>23 (58%)</td>
<td>11 (28%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12/40 (30%) new or worsened IVH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaab et al., 1990</td>
<td>37 (18 unilat, 19 bilat)</td>
<td>13 (22%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 (13%) shunt-treated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guerra et al., 1999</td>
<td>57 (31 unilat, 26 bilat)</td>
<td>15 (26%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8 (14%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (2%) wound infection after cranioplasty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al., 2008</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10 (26%)</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
<td>3 (8%)</td>
<td>3 (8%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang et al., 2005</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>38 (16%)</td>
<td>8 (3%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>incisional CSF fistula (3%); epilepsy (3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polin et al., 1997</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2 (6%) (1 required reop)</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 (29%) shunt-treated</td>
<td>2 (6%)</td>
<td>1 (3%) reop for delayed expansion of a temporal contusion requiring lobectomy</td>
<td>1 CSF leak treated w/ lumbar drain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang et al., 2003</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>18 (26%)</td>
<td>4 (6%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>7 (6%) w/ reop</td>
<td>9 (8%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>19 (18%); contralateral intracranial hematoma (7 [6%]), subdural effusion (3 [3%]), hydrocephalus (9 [8%])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang et al., 2008</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 1. Coagulopathy. Preoperative noncontrast CT scans of an SDH in a patient on a regimen of warfarin (A and B). Despite reversal of the coagulopathy before surgery, marked hemorrhagic blossoming occurred as evidenced by postoperative noncontrast images (C and D). Note in panel C the development of an extraaxial SDH contralateral to the decompressed hemisphere.

ed. Bleeding may be initiated during bone decompression and this, as well as development of new or expanded contusions, may present with malignant swelling or elevations in ICP in the first few hours or days after decompression. In a decompressed skull, even an ICP of 20 mm Hg may be of concern. External cerebral herniation frequently evolves over the first few days following decompressive surgery and can be problematic if the bone decompression is not sufficiently large to allow the brain to expand without constriction. In the early postoperative period (< 1 week), manifestations of deranged CSF flow become evident with evolution of subdural hygromas. Fevers are common during this time, and the need for lumbar puncture for CSF sampling needs to be weighed carefully against the risks of inducing a paradoxical herniation syndrome. Wound infections are common. In the late postoperative period, unique complications of decompressive craniectomy include those of syndrome of the trephined.

Patients with severe TBI are at increased risk of developing complications after decompressive craniectomy (Table 1). Yang et al. reported that the frequency of complications was 62% for GCS Scores 3–5, 39% for GCS Scores 6–9, and 36% for GCS scores > 9. Older patients (> 60 years) also tended to have more complications, but the differences compared with younger patients were not statistically significant. Patients taking aspirin, Plavix, and warfarin are at particularly high risk for severe or nonsurvivable complications following decompressive craniectomy (Fig. 1).

Complications

Perioperative Complications

Blooming of Contusions. Hemorrhagic expansion of contusions is inherent in the injury process and has been demonstrated on serial CT scanning in patients with TBI. Hemorrhagic contusion expansion was observed in 42% of 142 TBI patients with median GCS scores of 8.59% of 37 patients in a coma, 48% of 104 children with TBI, and 47% of 141 patients with TBI presenting with traumatic subarachnoid hemorrhage on their CT
scan. Experimental animal models of controlled cortical impact have demonstrated that craniectomy, compared with craniotomy, reduces contusion volume by 40%. In contrast, relief of the tamponade effect with bone removal in patients with severe TBI may facilitate growth and expansion of contusions following decompressive craniectomy. In a CT imaging study of contusions pre- and post-decompressive craniectomy, Flint et al. found a remarkably high incidence of new or expanded hemorrhagic contusions following decompressive surgery (Fig. 2). In that study, the authors defined nonhemorrhagic contusions as areas of hypodensity on CT scans with focal stippling of blood but without a hematoma that could be measured. By contrast, hemorrhagic contusions were defined as contusions associated with a measurable hematoma. Following decompressive craniectomy, new or expanded hemorrhagic contusions were observed in 23 (58%) of 40 patients. The evolving contusion was ipsilateral to the decompressed hemisphere in 82% of cases. Severity of the head injury as judged by the Rotterdam score of the initial CT scan correlated with the risk of hemorrhagic contusion expansion. Patients with Rotterdam scores of 5 or 6 had an 80% chance of expansion of their hemorrhagic contusions following decompressive craniectomy. The frequency and the total volume increase of the hemorrhagic contusion correlated with the Rotterdam score. In addition, there was a 30% (12 of 40) incidence of new or worsened IVH and a 28% (11 of 40) incidence of new or worsened extraaxial subdural or epidural hemorrhage. Hemorrhagic contusion volume was observed to correlate with outcome. Using a cutoff of 20 ml determined from a receiver operator curve analysis, 8 (57%) of 14 patients...
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with an expanded hemorrhagic contusion volume > 20 ml died within 6 months, whereas only 4 (15%) of 26 patients with contusion volumes < 20 ml (p = 0.011) died.23

Evolution of Contralateral Mass Lesion. Surgical craniectomy decompression for TBI may incite a new mass lesion, contralateral or remote to the decompressed hemisphere13,52,63 (Fig. 3). Reduction in ICP after decompression likely plays an important role.8,43,86 Piepmeier and Wagner,63 however, have pointed out that if tamponade relief underlies contralateral bleeding, then one would expect delayed EDH lesions more frequently. High Rotterdam scores of initial CT scans have been observed to correlate with the development of contralateral extraaxial hemorrhages.23 Su et al.84 observed 14 new contralateral EDHs following surgical evacuation of acute SDHs. In 10 of these patients, the EDH manifested with intraoperative brain swelling and external cerebral herniation during the acute subdural evacuation, necessitating that the bone flap not be replaced. Yang et al.99 reported a 7% incidence of new contralateral hematomas. Over half occurred within the first 24 hours after decompressive surgery. Detection of a fracture on CT scanning should increase awareness of this potential intraoperative or postoperative complication. In the study by Su et al.,84 a fracture was found on CT scans in 10 (71%) of 14 patients with new contralateral EDHs. A skull fracture was identified at surgery in each of the 12 patients treated by reoperation for evacuation of the EDH. The EDH localized to the site of the fracture in all cases.84

Theoretically patients may be at higher risk for developing a contralateral EDH following decompressive craniectomy than following craniotomy. Decompressive surgery may relieve the tamponade effect on a contralateral bleeding site and predispose the patient to an EDH.5,86 In general, the severity of the underlying TBI most strongly determines prognosis. Prompt awareness

Fig. 3. Evolution of remote extraaxial hemorrhage. A and B: Preoperative noncontrast CT scans obtained in a patient with traumatic subarachnoid hemorrhage and a small SDH who underwent decompressive craniectomy. C and D: Postoperative noncontrast CT scans showing evolution of an occipital EDH (arrow), remote from the site of surgery. The patient underwent an occipital craniotomy and evacuation of the EDH. At surgery a linear, nondisplaced skull fracture was found overlying the occipital EDH. A retrospective review of this patient’s CT scan suggested that the fracture was parallel to the cuts of the CT image and the density of the occipital bone had masked detection of the fracture on the scout CT image.
and evacuation of the delayed EDH may not impair recovery as long as the mass effect has not progressed to the stage of impairing brainstem function.84

**External Cerebral Herniation.** Expansion of the brain with external cerebral herniation through the craniectomy defect is often observed in the early period after decompression (Fig. 4). There is no consensus on how to measure external cerebral herniation. In the study by Yang et al.,99 herniation through the craniectomy defect was measured at the middle of the cranial defect. Herniation was defined as brain tissue in the center of the bone defect > 1.5 cm above the plane where the outer table of the cranium would normally lie.99 Using this measure, external cerebral herniation was observed in 28 (26%) of 108 decompressive craniectomies. In contrast, Flint et al.31 measured extracranial cerebral herniation as the diameter of brain extending beyond a straight line drawn between the outer table edges of the craniectomy defect. In their series of decompressive craniectomies, the mean bone opening diameter was 13.9 ± 1.2 cm, and the mean diameter of external cerebral herniation was 2.1 ± 0.9 cm.23

Increased brain swelling is common in the 1st week following decompressive craniectomy. The brain swelling may correspond to hyperperfusion, as detected by CT perfusion imaging.96 In addition, loss of resistance in brain tissue lacking a protective skull invokes a higher hydrostatic pressure gradient that may permit transcapillary leakage of edema fluid.59 Brain edema following decompressive craniectomy has been modeled in animal studies of injury using Evans blue dye extravasation.15,25,69 Cooper et al.15 found a 7-fold increase in edema formation as determined by Evans blue dye extravasation following craniectomy. Evidence of increased brain edema following craniectomy has not been verified in humans.70

Potential adverse effects of external cerebral herniation include compression of cortical veins within the herniated segment of brain and subsequent venous infarction of the herniated tissue. Small bone openings can lead to a mushroom cap–like appearance to brain that has herniated through the open defect (Fig. 4).59 Large bone decompression allows the brain to expand outward without constriction and minimizes the risk of venous ischemia. A technique of inserting “vascular cushions” adjacent to large draining veins at the craniectomy margin has been reported to reduce the risk of venous ischemia.17

**Postoperative Complications Within 30 Days**

**Subdural Effusions or Hygromas.** Decompressive
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craniectomy alters the dynamics of CSF circulation. This may exacerbate the occurrence of subdural hygromas and hydrocephalus. Subdural hygromas develop early after decompressive surgery (Fig. 5). In the study by Aarabi et al., subdural hygromas developed in 25 (50%) of 50 patients after a mean of 8 days following decompressive craniectomy. Hygromas are generally ipsilateral to the skull defect with volumes ranging from 10 to 120 ml (mean 51 ml). While most authors favor a mechanism of altered CSF dynamics to account for the occurrence of hygromas, others have suggested that increased cerebral perfusion pressure that accompanies decompressive craniectomy may play a role.

Duraplasty at the time of decompression has been observed to lower the incidence of subdural effusions. Wrapping the cranium after the peak time of cerebral swelling has also been suggested to help prevent effusions. In the early experience of decompressive craniectomy, Guerra et al. reported that 10 (67%) of 15 patients who developed hygromas responded to puncture treatment and only 5 (33%) required a ventriculo- or lumbo-peritoneal shunt. In this report, 8 (14%) of the 57 patients developed hydrocephalus. At our institution we avoid tapping into CSF hygromas and have found that most resolve spontaneously without need for intervention. Yang et al. reported a 21% incidence of subdural hygromas in their series and noted that 20 of 23 effusions resolved spontaneously without neurological deficits. Aarabi et al. have also shown that subdural hygromas following decompressive craniectomy regress spontaneously over weeks to months. In their series, no patient required decompression or shunt treatment of a hygroma collection. Two of the 25 patients, however, went on to develop delayed hydrocephalus.

Paradoxical Herniation. Paradoxical herniation with compression of the brainstem and neurological deterioration may present in a delayed fashion after a lumbar puncture in patients with decompressive craniectomy. Vilela described a case of a patient with a decompressive craniectomy whose condition suddenly deteriorated 38 days after a lumbar puncture to rule out meningitis. The precipitous deterioration was attributed to upright positioning with mobilization of the patient as she started to participate in rehabilitation therapy. Mobilization into the upright position may have invoke a higher cranial-spinal pressure gradient and perhaps even opened up a preexisting small dural hole from the lumbar puncture site. Neurological deterioration after lumbar puncture or lumbar CSF drainage in the setting of large cranial defects has also been observed following decompressive craniectomy for stroke. In the early period of recovery from traumatic injury following decompressive craniectomy, symptoms of paradoxical herniation may be masked and even mistaken for neurological damage from the trauma.

The concept that a negative pressure gradient between the cranial and spinal compartments, provoked by a spinal CSF leak, can precipitate downward herniation, even in the absence of raised ICP, has been carefully documented by many groups. With a large skull defect, a lumbar puncture exacerbates the negative pressure gradient between the atmosphere and the cranium. Based on this, we have adopted a high threshold for performing lumbar puncture in patients with a decompressive craniectomy. Treatment for symptomatic herniation following lumbar puncture with a skull defect is the antithesis of that used for herniation in the setting of raised ICP, hence the term paradoxical herniation. Patients with paradoxical herniation should be treated with intravenous fluids, Trendelenburg positioning, and clamping of CSF drainage; hyperosmolar therapy should be discontinued, and early attention given to insertion of a blood patch. Cranioplasty may act to reduce the negative pressure gradient and should also be considered in the management of paradoxical herniation.

Delayed Complications After 1 Month

Wound Healing and Infection. There are several factors associated with decompressive craniectomy that
should lead one to expect a higher rate of infection than with standard craniotomy for general neurosurgical procedures. The incision varies but the typical, large, reverse question mark incision with a long scalp pedicle on a comparatively small base predisposes to wound breakdown along the parietal and posterior temporal limbs farthest along the flap. Bone removal is needed low in the temporal fossa to decompress the basal cisterns. To expose the scalp and temporalis muscle down to the level of the zygoma, the incision is carried to 1 cm below the zygoma anterior to the tragus. The urgency to decompress may not facilitate careful dissection and preservation of the superficial temporal artery. Sacrifice of the artery may impair perfusion of the scalp pedicle and negatively impact wound healing. The dura is not closed primarily. Duraplasty using a dura substitute is associated with an increased risk of infection. If the dura is left open without duraplasty, a foreign synthetic material should be laid over the brain surface to prevent adherence of the scalp to the underlying brain. With the large bone flaps used for decompression, opening into the frontal sinus or air cells low in the middle fossa risks delayed meningitis and subdural empyema, especially if a duraplasty is not performed. Last, surgical fields in trauma surgery are often clean contaminated. The bone, soft tissues, and brain are easily contaminated by penetrating injury.

In the intensive care unit, fevers are common. We avoid tapping subdural collections and prefer to use contrast enhancement on CT and MR imaging together with diffusion weighted MR imaging to diagnose infected...
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1. Predisposing Factor
   - contusion injury
   - post-craniectomy blossoming

2. CSF flow abnormality
   - hygroma
   - hydrocephalus

Time (months)

3. Leakage of CSF & edema into brain parenchyma

Motor Trephine Syndrome

4. CBF

Fig. 8. Mechanistic schematic for motor trephine syndrome. The presence of prior intraparenchymal contusions as well as CSF flow abnormalities are requisite factors; neither alone is sufficient to induce the syndrome. 1) Contusions may be caused by the injury itself or blossoming following decompression (arrow). 2) The CSF hygromas (arrow) are present on early postoperative CT imaging in 90% of patients who develop motor trephine syndrome. Over time, dysfunction of CSF flow persists and reserve mechanisms decompensate. Long intervals to cranioplasty repair increase the likelihood of developing the syndrome. 3) The CSF and edema transgress into brain parenchyma underlying the skull defect, manifested by areas of hypoattenuation on CT imaging (arrow). Previous intraparenchymal contusion injury, decreased resistance to fluid accumulation in the absence of bone enclosure, and long intervals to cranioplasty facilitate transgression of CSF and edema into brain parenchyma underlying the craniectomy defect. 4) The CBF flow by CT perfusion imaging is diminished in areas of hypoattenuation (arrow) corresponding to CSF and edema leakage. Transgression of CSF and edema, acting through or in concert with diminished CBF leads to motor trephine syndrome. Reprinted from Stiver SI et al: Acta Neurosurg Suppl 102:273–277, 2008.

subdural collections (Fig. 6). In many cases, a superficial wound infection aids in the diagnosis of the underlying intracranial problem.

Decompressive craniectomy necessitates a second cranioplasty surgery to replace the bone. Repeat surgery inherently increases risks of infection. In our patient population, we and others have observed high rates of infection following early cranioplasty repair and prefer to wait a minimum of 3 months and generally longer, before replacing the bone. Storage of the bone for prolonged periods in a freezer also increases the risk of infection. To minimize risks of infection through opening of communications to the frontal sinus, we do not remove scar tissue from the area of the frontal sinus during exposure of the craniectomy margins for replacement of the bone flap.

Adhesions between the brain and scalp may be a source of neurological injury during subsequent exposure of the brain for the cranioplasty. If a duraplasty is not performed, it is important that the Gelfilm (Upjohn) or another dural substitute cover all aspects of exposed brain to prevent adhesion between the brain surface and the overlying scalp. The disadvantage of Gelfilm is that it appears to take several months for the pseudodura layer to form and completely seal a barrier layer overlying the brain. Duraplasty up front may enable an earlier cranioplasty repair. A recent report has advocated the use of DuraGen (Integra LifeSciences Corp.) that is laid over the brain without suture closure. Over time the Duragen is replaced by ingrowth of connective tissue that has properties similar to dura.

Decompressive craniectomy is not an esthetic operation. The patient’s scalp contours are disfigured for a period of months. In many patients, asymmetric cerebral
swelling in the early phases is followed later by markedly sunken scalp contours ipsilateral to the bone decompression (Fig. 7). Cerebral atrophy secondary to brain injury can exacerbate the degree of concavity. The temporalis muscle is detached and atrophies, which may limit the excursion of mouth opening and cause difficulty chewing. Masticatory function, however, does not seem to be significantly impaired. In 1 study, even after the temporalis muscle was excised, only 2 (25%) of 8 patients experienced lateral deviation of the mandible on opening their mouths or had difficulties with eating.62

Hydrocephalus. Hydrocephalus and syndrome of the trephined are the most frequent complications of decompressive craniectomy beyond 1 month. Decompressive craniectomy has been identified as a risk factor for CSF alterations and development of posttraumatic hydrocephalus.58 Hydrocephalus has been associated with poorer outcome following TBI.51 Relatively few patients require ventriculoperitoneal shunt treatment before the bone flap has been replaced. Ventriculoperitoneal shunt treatment of hydrocephalus in the setting of a large cranial defect may also risk neurological deterioration consistent with a paradoxical herniation phenomenon.47

**Syndrome of the Trephined.** Syndrome of the trephined is a frequent, delayed complication of decompressive craniectomy.56 Common symptoms include headaches, dizziness, irritability, concentration difficulty, memory problems, and mood disturbances, which typically arise weeks to months following decompressive craniectomy. The diagnosis is often overlooked, as many of these symptoms are also common sequelae to postconcussion and

---

**Fig. 9. Bone resorption.** A: Noncontrast CT image of a frontal skull fracture (arrow) in a patient who underwent decompressive craniectomy. B: At 4 months following the decompressive surgery, an autologous cranioplasty repair was performed with plate reconstruction of his skull fracture (arrow). C and D: Noncontrast CT scan (C) and lateral plain skull film (D) obtained 2 months after the cranioplasty demonstrating extensive bone resorption of the fractured segment (arrowheads). The patient underwent a second cranioplasty with a synthetic bone flap.
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posttraumatic stress syndromes that accompany TBI.

Less commonly, syndrome of the trephined can present with delayed onset of new neurological deficits. We have observed a small cohort of patients who developed motor weakness of the contralateral hand and upper extremity months after their decompressive surgery.22 We termed this motor trephine syndrome in reference to Grant’s initial description of syndrome of the trephined.81,82 These motor deficits evolve in an insidious and progressive manner in a limb that was otherwise normal and not affected by the injury. From a series of 170 consecutive patients with TBI who were treated with decompressive craniectomy, we studied 38 patients with long-term follow-up after cranioplasty repair.82 We found 10 patients (26%) with motor trephine syndrome who developed delayed upper-extremity weakness a mean of 5 months following decompressive craniectomy. All experienced marked, rapid improvement of their weakness within a few days of cranioplasty repair with subsequent full motor recovery.

The pathophysiological mechanisms underlying syndrome of the trephined have been a subject of debated theories.19 Changes in atmospheric pressure, altered CSF circulation,20,24 and changes in CBF16,85 have all been proposed to explain the pathophysiology underlying the syndrome. In early studies, a sunken scalp was noted in many patients with syndrome of the trephined (Fig. 7).27,98 Recently we discovered a high incidence of CT scanning abnormalities in patients who developed motor trephine syndrome.82 Patients who developed motor trephine syndrome were significantly more likely to have demonstrated CSF subdural hygromas as well as frontal and temporal contusions on their early postoperative CT scans. At later time points, CT scans demonstrated areas of hypodensity consistent with evolving interstitial edema in the brain parenchyma.22 This form of extracellular edema was attributed to transependymal flow and accumulation of water and CSF in previously contused areas of parenchyma underlying the skull defect. The CT perfusion imaging studies in 2 patients demonstrated reduced CBF in these areas of edematous change.

Rapid improvements in CBF and resolution of these hypodense areas on CT occurred within days of cranioplasty repair, simultaneous with dramatic recovery of motor function.

We have observed that motor trephine syndrome develops in the setting of decompressive craniectomy as a result of 2 predisposing requisite factors (Fig. 8).81,82 First, a contusion or other parenchymal injury imparts a lower threshold for fluid shifts into brain tissue. In the absence of an overlying skull, reduced resistance promotes fluid shifts into areas underlying the skull defect. Second, decompressive craniectomy impairs normal CSF circulation. Over time, impairments of CSF flow, decompensate beyond the phases of subdural hygroma collections and hydrocephalus.19,25 Decompensated CSF flow manifests at late time points with leakage of CSF and edema fluid into vulnerable areas of injured parenchyma underlying the skull defect. This process is akin to the development of transependymal edema as a late response in normal-pressure hydrocephalus.40 Microcirculatory compromise ensues within the edematous parenchyma, thereby impairing CBF. The combination of decreased cerebral perfusion and interstitial edema initiates a delayed, slowly progressive motor deficit. Cranioplasty repair quickly normalizes interstitial pressure, CSF flow, transependymal fluid shifts, and CBF leading to rapid recovery of motor function.

Patients with decompressive craniectomy should have serial neurological assessments for syndrome of the trephined and complaints of weakness, particularly in activities such as writing and buttoning, which involve the small muscles of the hand. Motor testing of the contralateral upper extremity should focus attention on the grip and metacarpal extensor strength. The motor trephine syndrome deficits are reversible, and physiotherapy should be involved to prevent development of contractures that could impair long-term function. Early cranioplasty may be considered, noting that the risks of infection are high with early replacement of the autologous bone flap.80,99 However, Liang et al.46 have recently shown that titanium mesh cranioplasty can be performed as early as 5–8 weeks after decompressive craniectomy without untoward infectious complications.

**Bone Resorption.** In decompressive craniectomy, bone resorption of free bone flaps is common and may approach an incidence as high as 50% in long-term follow-up (Figs. 7 and 9).31,38,66 Skull fractures identified at the time of the original decompression should raise concern for possible bone resorption following cranioplasty (Fig. 9). Multiple fragments should lead to consideration of an upfront synthetic cranioplasty repair. During cranioplasty repair, tight approximation of the free flap to a lengthy surface of the native craniectomy margin reduces bone resorption. In our experience, rigid plate and screw fixation that permits minimal movement of the flap also appears to be important. A modified craniectomy in which the bone flap is not removed but rather is hinged has been proposed.24 In 25 patients, hinge craniotomy was observed to provide adequate decompression of ICP with only 1 infection, 1 cranial deformity, no complications of bone resorption, and no cases of syndrome of the trephined.82 Osteoclast inhibitors may also be used to prevent bone resorption in the future.92

**Persistent Vegetative State.** Decompressive craniectomy is very effective in ameliorating raised ICP as a life-saving measure. While decompressive craniectomy reduces mortality, it may fail to rescue neurological function from devastating injury incurred by either the primary impact or secondary damage that evolves during the early resuscitation period. Risks of survival with an outcome of a persistent vegetative state after decompressive craniectomy have been reported to range upwards of 15 to 20% in many series (Table 2). Concerns have been raised that decompressive craniectomy facilitates survival, in a persistent vegetative or minimally conscious state, for patients who would otherwise have died of cerebral herniation from raised ICP.80 Preoperative GCS scores < 6, brainstem dysfunction, older age, and longer time to decompression have been reported to be associated with a higher risk of persistent vegetative outcome, but further study is needed to precisely delineate the role of these
Complication Avoidance

In treating patients who have sustained TBI, the neurosurgeon needs to carefully judge those who will benefit from immediate decompressive craniectomy and those who are best treated by initial monitoring and medical treatment of intracranial hypertension. Careful patient selection for decompressive craniectomy is needed to guard against a heroic intervention that increases survival at the expense of a persistent vegetative outcome. At surgery, a wide bone decompression should be performed and the dura opened. To minimize risk of wound dehiscence and infection, care should be made to preserve the superficial temporal artery and to ensure a scalp flap with a wide base-to-pedicle ratio. In addition, support beneath the myocutaneous scalp flap as it is reflected forward prevents acute angulation and impaired perfusion of the scalp pedicle. The frontal bone decompression should avoid opening into the frontal sinus. Augmentation of the craniectomy with a duraplasty has been suggested as a mechanism to prevent or limit external cerebral herniation. Others have devised vascular cushions tunneled along the vessels at the bone edge to protect the veins from obstructive pressure. The dura should be opened in a manner such that large veins at the bone edge are not situated at the apex of the dural slits. Techniques of a lat-

* DC = decompressive craniectomy.
† Primary decompressive craniectomies were performed for up-front surgical decompression. Secondary delayed decompressive craniectomies were performed for raised ICP refractory to medical management.
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tice duraplasty have also been suggested to limit external cerebral herniation.59

The presence of a skull fracture contralateral to the craniectomy should prompt consideration for an immediate or very early postoperative CT scan to rule out development of a mass lesion underlying the fracture.64 If possible, tapping and shunt treatment of CSF subdural hygromas should be avoided. They almost always resolve over time on their own. Lumbar puncture carries a risk of paradoxical herniation at the time of puncture and even over time on their own. Lumbar puncture carries a risk of hydrocephalus should be avoided. They almost always resolve possible, tapping and shunt treatment of CSF subdural herniation. In many cases cranioplasty repair of the skull deformity is feasible and obviates the need for a shunt. The patient’s neurological examination should be followed closely with particular attention for signs and symptoms of syndrome of the trephined.

Conclusions

Decompressive craniectomy is viewed by many as a simple surgical procedure, yet complications may be as common as those associated with complex skull base surgery. High mortality rates relate primarily to the severity of the trauma for which the operation is performed. Factors important in patient selection need to be further studied and refined to ensure the highest chances of favorable outcome. Many complications of decompressive craniectomy are inherent in the pathophysiological processes that ensue following removal of a large portion of skull bone. Other complications, including high rates of infection, derive from the technical aspects of the surgery including large scalp incisions, need for bone storage, and the challenges of sterility accompanying the nature of trauma surgery.

Different types of complications occur in discrete temporal windows. Changes in interstitial pressures and brain compliance, CSF circulation, CBF, and cerebral vasoreactivity and autoregulation play a role in early postoperative complications of contusion bleeding, external cerebral herniation, and formation of contralateral extraxial hematomas. During the first weeks following decompression, subdural hygromas arise secondary to alterations in brain compliance and CSF circulation. Rare paradoxical herniation syndromes highlight the abnormal pressure dynamics across the cranial-spinal compartments following decompression.

In the late phases following decompression, syndrome of the trephined may lead to cognitive, psychological, and neurological deficits. Patients may develop a motor trephine deficit, typically a new, delayed-onset motor deficit of the contralateral upper extremity. We postulate that these motor trephine deficits arise from development of interstitial edema in areas of contused and injured brain underlying the skull defect. Motor trephine syndrome deficits are rapidly and completely reversed following cranioplasty repair. Further studies are needed to advance our understanding of the pathophysiological processes following decompressive craniectomy to obviate complications and provide patients with TBI with the best possible outcomes from this surgery.
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